The Matrix
and
Philosophy
Part Two

What is the relationship between the image and the reality it
represents?

• Baudrillard articulated the relationship between an image
and the reality it represented: "It is no longer a question of
imitation, nor duplication, nor even parody. It is a question
of substituting the signs of the real for the real" (Simulacra
and Simulation, p. 2).
• The image of an object could be mistaken—or even
preferred—over the object itself.

Simulacra and
Simulation

• The film directly addresses this through Cipher, who
chooses to leave the real world to once again experience
the false pleasures of the Matrix, illusory as they are.
• The devastated wasteland of Zion exists as the place of
civilization's survival and potential rebirth, while the false
world of the Matrix resembles the height of decadence
and power: a modern-day Babylon.

Symbolism of
names
The Matrix

The Matrix and Samsara
Matrix refers to "a situation
or surrounding substance
within which something
else originates, develops, or
is contained. The womb.“

The concept of the Matrix
as an illusion or a 'construct'
that humans are unaware of
resembles the idea of
Samsara in Buddhism and
Hinduism.

Samsara teaches that the
world we consider 'real' is
actually a projection of our
own desires.

From Morpheus Neo learns
that how he'd perceived
himself in the Matrix was
simply a "the mental
projection of your digital
self.“

The "real" sensory world "is
simply electrical signals
interpreted by your brain."

Neo and The Oracle
Neo in latin means new. It's
also an anagram of "one".

Thomas Anderson, Neo's
given name relates to
'doubting Thomas' in the
bible when he doesn't
believe he is the One.

Anderson means 'son of
man' which is a messianic
title.

The Oracle in Greek history
was an intermediary
between god and man.

People could ask an Oracle
questions and get an
answer, sometimes in a
riddle format that often
wouldn't make sense until
later.

Trinity, Morpheus, and
Cypher
Trinity represents the number three. In keeping with the Christian
themes, the 'father', 'son', 'holy spirit' seems to be related here.
Morpheus, Trinity, and Neo fight the machines.

Morpheus means the fashioner or molder, because of the shapes
he calls up before the sleeper, in classical mythology. He is the
god of dreams, which ties in with the sleep/dream theme that
runs throughout the Matrix.

Cypher is the classic betrayer, the Judas Iscariot. The word refers
to a mathematical symbol denoting an absence of quantity, a
zero. Also, someone with no value, a nonentity. It's also
potentially related to Satan (the name could be a shortened
version of 'Lucifer'). Cypher also has a goatee and wears red early
in The Matrix which relate to popular images of Satan.

Symbolism of
names
The Matrix Reloaded

Symbolism of
Names
Niobe was a female Greek mythological character in the Iliad of Homer. In
that epic story she is described as a woman who compares herself to a
goddess.

Merovingian relates to an ancient Frankish dynasty whose members were
attributed with saintliness, magical powers and divine origin because they
were believed to be descendants of Christ.

Persephone was the daughter of Demeter and Zeus in Greek myth. Hades
abducted her and took her to the underworld, but she was eventually
allowed to return to the surface for part of the year. Her mother Demeter,
in her grief neglected her duties and the earth became cold and barren, so
Zeus allowed Persephone to come home for only 6 months of the year.
This marked the changing of the seasons.

Symbolism of Names
Seraph is one of the most important
characters in The Matrix Trilogy. As such,
we've gone to an expert to help us get to
the root of his name.

When analyzing the name "Seraph" it's
important to take into consideration the
historical meaning behind the word in its
original language: Hebrew.

The noun form of the word is derived
from the verb saraph which literally
means "to burn.“

“Seraphs" were not really little angels
flying around in the throne room of God
(see Isaiah 6) but these guys were
literally on fire. "Burning ones" as it
were.

This makes even more sense, and is
further developed, when Neo sees him
before they fight and the
cinematography goes to showing Neo's
view of the code. Seraph is glowing gold,
not green like most of the other people
(take Trinity for example at the end of
the movie when Neo removes the bullet
from her chest).

Seraphs were really frightening creatures
in the mind of the ancient Israelite, not
the cutesy little angels that we imagine
as a result of Michelangelo's work on the
ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.

Symbolism of
names
The Matrix Revolutions

Rama Kandra We meet Sati's father Rama Kandra in the Train Station but we first see him in
Reloaded in Le Vrai Restaurant. He's being hauled off in this scene and we can assume this is tied
to his negotiation with the Merovingian to get Sati out of the mainframe. Rama Kandra, (usually
Ramchandra) was an incarnation of Vishnu in Hinduism. He destroyed demons in his quest to rid
the world of evil.
Kamala Sati's mother Kamala is another name for Laksmi which is the Hindu goddess of wealth
and good fortune.

Symbolism of
Names

The Rama Kandra family are tied closely to the themes of Hinduism in the Matrix. Bernard White,
who played Rama Kandra told Cinescape magazine that he had a copy of the Bagavad Gita with
him all the time during filming. He also did a live performance of the Bagavad Gita in L.A. and
urged Matrix fans to see it because it's a 'great spiritual inspiration for the Matrix films'.
Club Hel The club that the Matrix crew visit to learn how to find Neo obviously stands for Hell. The
Merovingian rules the 'underworld' here like Hades from Greek mythology. Hades was also the
character who stole Persephone and forced her to live with him in Hell.

Trainman Programs are smuggled in and out of the Matrix by the Trainman. He built the Train
Station program and the Merovingian controls what goes in and out.

Symbolism of Music
Navras plays over the closing credits of Revolutions, and the words of the
main chant are taken from the Upanishads.
This is what you hear:
• Asato ma sad gamaya,
tamaso ma jyotir gamaya,
mrtyor mamrtam gamaya.
Shanti, Shanti, Shanti.

Which translates to:
• Lead us from darkness to the light,
Lead us from knowledge of the unreal to the real,
Lead us from fear of death to knowledge of our immortality.
Peace, peace, peace.

Nebuchadnezzar
The character Morpheus captains a hovercraft called the Nebuchadnezzar.

A king of the Neo-Babylonian period, Nebuchadnezzar II reigned from 605
to 562 B.C. and was an active military campaigner, responsible for the sack
of Jerusalem in 597 B.C. and the mass deportation of much of its citizenry.
Daniel interprets Nebuchadnezzar's dreams and the ship's captain
Morpheus, after the Greek god of dreams says: "I dreamed a dream . . .
but now that dream is gone from me" (Daniel 2:3) when the ship is
destroyed in the second film.

Samsara
The basis of the trilogy

The Mind-Body Hypothesis
• My mind is (and has always
been) constituted by
processes outside physical
space-time, and receives its
perceptual inputs from and
sends its outputs to
processes in physical spacetime.

The wheel of samsara
The Western mind has a linear, as opposed to
cyclical, view of time. Thus, the separate “me”
begins at birth and ends at death.
For Western man there is no coming back, the
eternal now having been sacrificed to past,
present, and future; the myth of the great
return is lost.
The flow is no longer understood in terms of
archetypes and symbols but rather as singular
events that happen once and then belong to
the morgue of the past.

Raga, Dvesa
and Moha

The three obscuring passions in
the center of the Wheel are a
way of seeing the emotional
reactions we may have to an
object arising before our organs
of perception.

They are symbolized by a
rooster (S. raga), a snake (S.
dvesa), and a pig (S. moha).

Raga is translated into English as
lust, greed, acquisitiveness, or
passion — a positive reaction to
something. That is, we perceive
the object, judge it desirable
and then proceed to draw it to
us.

Dvesa can be translated as
hatred, anger, fear, or avoidance
— a negative reaction to
something. That is, we perceive
it, judge it threatening to our
sense of self, and want to push
it from us.

Moha means sluggishness,
dullness, or stupidity. It is an
indifference to something
because it has nothing to do
with our sense of self.

Suffering
No object of the phenomenal world
can be experienced as it really is
because before its essence touches us
we have obscured it with the veil of
our egocentricity. This is the Buddhist
concept of attachment.

Clinging to our sense of self we madly
seek to manipulate the external world
in order to secure and solidify the
ideas we have about who we are. This
leads to an inevitable sense of
frustration because we can never fit
everything into place in our worldview.

Everything is unyoked because we do
not flow freely in a world perceived as
it really is. Instead we attempt to
solidify the ever-changing flux into
some form of meaning whereby we
can cling onto a sense of
separateness, which is ourselves.

Observing this about the human
condition caused the Buddha to
proclaim what is now known as the
First Noble Truth, “Samsara dukha.”
Though we often see this translated
as “life is pain,” the literal translation
of dukha is “unyoked.”

The degree and type of suffering or
frustration experienced is dependent
upon which of the Six Realms we are
in.

The architect

The Creation Hypothesis

P H Y S I C A L S PA C E - T I M E
AND ITS CONTENTS
W E R E C R E AT E D BY
BEINGS OUTSIDE
P H Y S I C A L S PA C E - T I M E .

Who is he?
The Architect is the 'father' of the Matrix. He's an entity from the machine world and he designed the
original 'failed' Matrix and the current 'successful' one.

The first Matrix failed because it was too perfect. It was a virtual paradise, a utopia for humanity.
Unfortunately, humans are not accustomed to living in a perfect world, and the test subjects rejected the
simulation because it just wasn't right.
The second Matrix he designed more closely resembled the 'real world' of 1999: it was hard, it was dirty, it
had death, violence, war, atrocities, and everything else a flawed species would likely create for itself. This
one also failed, but for reasons that the Architect couldn't figure out.
Another machine program (one created to investigate aspects of the human psyche) stumbled upon the
reason for the second failure: a lack of choice.

If humans were offered a choice, even one felt at an unconscious level, then over 99% would accept the
Matrix and live in the virtual world, unknowingly powering the machines. The remaining percentage would
choose the other option, becoming a 'free mind' destined to become part of the human resistance based in
Zion.

What does he offer?
The Architect offers each one a
choice: behind door number one is
the continued existence of
humanity.

Behind this door the current
version of Zion is destroyed, but
the One selects 23 people to build
the next version, a reference to 23
chromosomes in a haploid
embryonic cell (ovum or
spermatozoon).

Humanity lives on in a cycle of
controlled futility as the machines
allow them their 'rebellion'.

The other door leads to continued
resistance, which ensures a
massive system crash of the Matrix
killing everyone in it. Since Zion is
about to be destroyed either way,
this choice results in the
extermination of mankind.

The Computational Hypothesis says that physics as we
know it not the fundamental level of reality.

Just as chemical processes underlie biological processes,
and microphysical processes underlie chemical processes,
something underlies microphysical processes.

Underneath the level of quarks and electrons and photons
is a further level: the level of bits.

These bits are governed by a computational algorithm,
which at a higher-level produces the processes that we
think of as fundamental particles, forces, and so on.

The
Computationa
l Hypothesis

The holons
• Holon is a part–whole; a nodal point in a hierarchy that describes the
relationship between entities that are self-complete wholes and entities
that are viewed to be other dependent parts.
• According to Arthur Koestler, holons are self-reliant units that possess a
degree of independence and can handle contingencies without asking
higher authorities for instructions (i.e., they have a degree of
autonomy).
• These holons are also simultaneously subject to control from one or
more of these higher authorities.
• The first property ensures that holons are stable forms that can
withstand disturbances, while the latter property signifies that they are
intermediate forms, providing a context for the proper functionality for
the larger whole.

The
Metaphysical
Hypothesis

• Physical space-time and its
contents were created by
beings outside physical spacetime, that microphysical
processes are constituted by
computational processes, and
that our minds are outside
physical space-time but
interact with it.

The Matrix Hypothesis
as a Metaphysical
Hypothesis

• If I accept the Metaphysical Hypothesis, I should accept
the Matrix Hypothesis, and if I accept the Matrix
Hypothesis, I should accept the Metaphysical
Hypothesis.
• That is, the two hypotheses imply each other, where
this means that if one accepts the one, one should
accept the other.

The Yanantin

One of the most well-known and defining characteristics of indigenous Andean
thought, yanantin is an adherence to a philosophical model based on the belief
that the polarities of existence (such as male/female, dark/light, inner/outer) are
interdependent and essential parts of a harmonious whole. - Hillary S. Webb
For the Incas, the past, the present, and the future are ubiquitous, in the same
space and the same time.

From a conceptual point of view, in physics, space is not objective and is not real,
nor is it a substance. It is rather a subjective and idealized concept that originates
through a logical mental process.

Before

Humans are
held as
batteries
against their
will

Zion is a
temporary
refuge for
those who
reject the
Matrix

The resistance
'secretly' frees
minds that
reject the
Matrix

There is an
ongoing war
with the
machines to
save Zion

Unbeknownst
to Zionists,
Zion is also a
form of
control by the
machines

Zion is
repeatedly
destroyed and
re-built with
total loss of
life

The One is
repeatedly
located,
trained, and
given an
ultimately
meaningless
mission

The Oracle
devotes a lot
of energy to
this mission

Etc.

After

Humans are held
as batteries, but
all minds who
reject the Matrix
are automatically
freed

Zion is a
permanent
refuge for those
who reject the
Matrix

There is peace
between
humanity and the
machines

More and more
people will end
up free outside
the Matrix, likely
leading to some
re-building of
civilization

Zion will not be
destroyed

The Oracle has
more time to
bake cookies

Etc.

